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Showing the Love
CapMetro is proud to be an essential part of the life of the Austin area, which
is why we take every chance to give back to our community. In the last three
months, we’ve done that through:
• Stuﬀ the Bus School Supply Drive: Supported our kids and our schools
in partnership with H-E-B & For the Children, collecting more than
1,300 items.
• Pride Bus: This year’s Pride Parade was canceled, but we can’t hide our
pride this year ... or any year! We decked out one of our buses with a
specially designed wrap, complete with LED lighting for an extra bit of ﬂair.
• Juneteenth Parade: We joined in the annual Juneteenth Parade once again!
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A Better Ride
CapMetro wants you to be able to
get around more easily. So park
your car and hop on a bus at the
new Richard A. Moya Eastside Bus
Plaza (at Shady Lane and 5th Street)
and at the redesigned North Lamar
Transit Center (at Lamar and U.S.
183). These facilities create more
connections and make it easier
getting around the eastern parts
of Austin and Travis County.

Public Safety
by Supporting
Our
Community
Capital Metro is broadening
our Public Safety program. The
program’s new focused approach
will better serve customers, staﬀ
and the community, allowing us to
serve the Central Texas of today
and the transit system CapMetro
is building for tomorrow.
Our new approach will feature:
• Public safety ambassadors
who can sell a pass and
answer questions.
• On-staﬀ social workers to
respond to incidents and train
CapMetro employees.
• More security cameras on vehicles
and at facilities.
• Transit-focused police oﬃcers only
for speciﬁc instances when law
enforcement is truly needed.
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Q2 Stadium Service
Austin’s ﬁrst major league team has been the big story around town all
year. Tens of thousands of fans ﬂock to McKalla Place for every game at
Q2 Stadium, and CapMetro brings a lot of them there by train, bus and
paratransit services.
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Pandemic Response
The 2021 version of the pandemic has been even more up and down
than last year’s.
We’ve responded to a recent rise in COVID-19 infections by pushing hard to
get as many CapMetro family members as possible fully vaccinated, through
both on-site vaccination opportunities, incentive programs and public health
campaigns. We’ve also continued our free rides to vaccine appointments
campaign, hoping to make it easier for everyone to get their shot.
We concluded our meal delivery program in June, passing the
1 million meal mark! We are grateful to our partners at the Central Texas
Food Bank and other organizations that made this program possible.
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Fulfilling Our
Promise
Project Connect is multigenerational in scope,
but we’ve wasted no time getting to work.
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• Pleasant Valley (2023)
• Expo Center (2023)
• Gold Line (2024)
• Burnet-to-Menchaca-and-Oak-Hill
(2024)
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Now, we are coordinating with the city
of Austin to select station locations
and with suppliers to purchase buses
to operate the routes. Construction is
scheduled to begin at the end of 2021.
The next new MetroRapid routes to
begin the process will be the Gold Line
and Burnet-to-Menchaca-and-Oak-Hill.
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Part of this work has been to communicate a vision for its design, including
stations and where along the route it could travel at street level, below the
river and even elevated above ground level.
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Getting Electric
In September, CapMetro agreed to buy nearly 200 new electric buses, the largest
electric vehicle procurement in the country. The move will greatly expand our
zero-emissions ﬂeet, with the ﬁrst buses arriving by the end of 2022.
The switch to only using electric vehicles is an important part of Project
Connect, and this marks a pivotal moment in our transition to a zero-emission
ﬂeet. The new buses will replace regular buses and expand the ﬂeet for the new
Expo Center and Pleasant Valley MetroRapid lines as outlined in Project Connect.
This transition will bring annual savings of about 230,000 pounds of greenhouse
gases when compared with diesel, resulting in less air, noise and heat pollution,
as well as reduced fuel costs.
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Pickup Expansion
The ﬁrst services to emerge from Project Connect are here already!
We initiated operations in three new Pickup zones:
• Pﬂugerville
• South Menchaca
• North Oak Hill
Pickup is our on-demand transit service
designed to work in areas where a traditional
bus route may not be the right solution. These
are usually less dense, smaller neighborhoods
and towns. Pickup operates at a customer’s
request, not according to a regular route. Plus, it
costs the same as a single ride on a local bus –
just a $1.25 each trip. Try it today!

CapMetro.org/Pickup
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We Want to Hear from You!
We need your thoughts, ideas and general contribution. There are a lot of ways to
learn about Project Connect and to participate in the process. You can:
• Sign up for and read our newsletter.
• Attend a virtual open house or a community meeting to learn more.
• Join a working group to drill down into the neighborhood-speciﬁc details.
Learn more about all of these at ProjectConnect.com/Get-Involved.
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